Consumer Research on Enriched Colonies

The Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry (MAF) has released a discussion paper on the
welfare of laying hens. It provides for the phasing out of conventional cages and the
introduction of a new housing method called Enriched Colonies.
To understand what impact method of housing hens has on people’s purchase decisions,
an independent research project was carried out by Qzone in 2010. Qzone is an
independent qualitative research and marketing company in New Zealand.

Here is a summary of what Qzone has found:
•

A third of the market says that the method of housing affects their egg purchase
choices. Another third says it can have some affect but other considerations are
more important. A further third says that housing method does not affect their
purchase at all.

•

By and large there is a very positive reaction to the Enriched Colony housing
method. It is widely seen as a move in the right direction.

•

Acceptance and preference for the Colony option comes from right across the eggbuying spectrum.

•

Some people who currently “reject cage eggs” do not reject Enriched Colony eggs.

•

Existing moderate cage egg users expressed a desire to purchase eggs from other
housing systems but were constrained by the household budget.

•

Price will have an effect. While many shoppers express some flexibility on price;
around 22% express zero or little tolerance for a price increase. They are the high
volume caged-egg buyers

•

The move from cage to Colonies draws widespread support while around one sixth
of the market, the real price-driven end, say they’d be uncomfortable with a price of,
say $3.95 per dozen (a move of 50 cents above regular cage eggs).
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The aveerage number of birds in
i current/cconventionaal cages is 5 so the cagee is a
minimuum size of 25500 square cm.
Lightingg must be provided
p
forr hens who do
d not have access to daylight
d
e.g. barn and
cage, fo
or a minimuum of 8 hourrs and a maaximum of 16
1 hours in each 24 houurs.
Wings are
a not clippped.
Beaks may
m be trimmed at day old using aan infra read
d beam. It iss used in alll systems,
cage, frree range annd barn.
Birds in
n cage systeem have lesss disease annd lower mo
ortality thann other systeems.
No horm
mones are used
u
in cagee, barn, freee range or organic
o
systtem. In fact, hormones
are bannned for usee in New Zeaaland poulttry meat or eggs.
e
Feed foor all housinng systems are
a subjecteed to govern
nment regullation.
New Zeealand eggs from all sysstems are amongst the world’s besst – no salm
monella everr
found innside a New
w Zealand eggg.
All New
w Zealand egggs are heaalthy eggs.
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